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(a) Can you see the swimming people? (b) Where is the ball?
Figure 1: Using a relational non-local module directly on the feature maps in a coarse-to-fine manner enables the
detection of small objects, based on (i) repeating instances of the same class and (ii) the existence of larger related
objects, allowing us to: (a) pay attention to the tiny swimmers in the sea and (b) locate the ball. Cyan - NL, Red -
ours, ENL. Best viewed in color.
Abstract
An image is not just a collection of objects, but rather a graph where each object is
related to other objects through spatial and semantic relations. Using relational reasoning
modules, such as the non-local module [44], can therefore improve object detection.
Current schemes apply such dedicated modules either to a specific layer of the bottom-
up stream, or between already-detected objects. We show that the relational process can
be better modeled in a coarse-to-fine manner and present a novel framework, applying a
non-local module sequentially to increasing resolution feature maps along the top-down
stream. In this way, information can naturally passed from larger objects to smaller
related ones. Applying the module to fine feature maps further allows the information
to pass between the small objects themselves, exploiting repetitions of instances of the
same class. In practice, due to the expensive memory utilization of the non-local module,
it is infeasible to apply the module as currently used to high-resolution feature maps.
We redesigned the non local module, improved it in terms of memory and number of
operations, allowing it to be placed anywhere along the network. We further incorporated
relative spatial information into the module, in a manner that can be incorporated into
our efficient implementation. We show the effectiveness of our scheme by improving
the results of detecting small objects on COCO by 1-2 AP points over Faster and Mask
RCNN and by 1 AP over using non-local module on the bottom-up stream.
c© 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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1 Introduction
Scene understanding has shown an impressing improvement in the last few years. Since the
revival of deep neural networks, there has been a significant increase in the performance
of a range of relevant tasks, including classification, object detection, segmentation, part
localization etc.
Early works relied heavily on the hierarchical structure of bottom-up classification net-
works to perform additional tasks such as detection [12, 13, 17, 35], by using the last network
layer to predict object locations. A next significant step, partly motivated by the human vi-
sion system, incorporated context into the detection scheme by using a bottom-up top-down
architecture [10, 18, 26, 34]. This architecture combines high level contextual data from the
last layers with highly localized fine-grained information expressed in lower layers. A fur-
ther challenge, which became an active research area, is to incorporate relational reasoning
into the detection systems [2, 7, 33]. By using relational reasoning, an image forms not just a
collection of unrelated objects, but rather resembling a "scene graph" [20] of entities (nodes,
objects) connected by edges (relations, predicates).
In this line of development, the detection of small objects still remains a difficult task.
This task was shown to benefit from the use of context [9, 11], and the current work applies
the use of relations as context for the detection of small objects. Consider for example the
images in figure 1. The repetition of instances from the same class in the image, as well as
the existence of larger instances from related classes, serve as semantic detection clues. It
enables the detection of the tiny people in the sea (figure 1a), partly based on the existence
of the larger people in the shore. It similarly localizes the small sport ball, partly based on
the throwing man and the player’s glove (figure 1b).
Exploiting relations information, specifically for small object detection, requires propa-
gating information over large distances in high resolution feature maps according to the data
in a specific image. This is difficult to achieve by convolutional layers, since they trans-
mit information over short distances only and in the same manner for all images, based on
learning. Recently, a Non-Local module [44] has been formulated and integrated into CNNs
[38, 43]. The non-local module is capable to pass information between distant pixels ac-
cording to their appearance, and is applicable to our current task. Using it sequentially, in a
coarse-to-fine manner, enables to pass semantic information from larger, easy to detect ob-
jects, to smaller ones. Using the non-local (NL) module in lower layers allows information
propagation between the small objects themselves.
For the current needs, there are two disadvantages in the original design of the NL mod-
ule. The first is its expensive computational and memory budget. In preceding works this
block was integrated into high layers of the bottom-up stream, but in our task it is integrated
into lower-level layers, where its memory demands become infeasible. Furthermore, in de-
tection networks, it is a common practice to enlarge the input image, making the problem
even worse. The second disadvantage is the lack of relative position encoding in the module.
Coupling both appearance and location information has been proven beneficial in several
vision tasks including segmentation [22] and image restoration [27] and is a core component
in classical schemes that aggregate information from different locations in the image like
bilateral filter [42] and various graphical models [6, 22, 23].
We modified the NL module to deal with the above difficulties. A simple modification,
based on the associative law of matrix multiplication, and exploiting the existing factoriza-
tion of the affinity matrix inside the module, enabled us to create a comparable building block
with a linear complexity with respect to the spatial dimensions of the feature map. Relative
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position encoding was further added to the affinity matrix and gave the network the oppor-
tunity to use relative spatial information in an efficient manner. The resulting scheme still
aggregates information across the entire image, but not uniformly. We named this module
ENL: Efficient Non Local module.
In this paper, we use the ENL module as a reasoning module that passes information
between related pixels, applying it sequentially along the top-down stream. Since it is applied
also to high resolution feature maps, efficiently re-implementation of the module is essential.
Unlike other approaches, which placed a relational module on the BU stream, or establish
relations between already detected objects, our framework can apply pairwise reasoning in a
coarse to fine manner, guiding the detection of small objects. Applying the relational module
to finer layers, also enables the small objects themselves to exchange information between
each other.
To summarize our contributions:
1. We redesigned the NL module in an efficient manner (ENL), improved it in terms of
memory and number of operations, allowing it to be placed it anywhere along the network.
2. We incorporated relative spatial information into the ENL module reasoning process,
in a novel approach that keeps the efficient design of the ENL.
3. We applied the new module sequentially to increasing resolution feature maps along
the top-down stream, obtaining relational reasoning in a coarse-to-fine manner.
4. We show the effectiveness of our scheme, incorporating it into the Faster-RCNN [36]
and Mask-RCNN [18] pipelines and improving state-of-the-art detection of small objects
over the COCO dataset [25] by 1-2 AP points on various architectures.
The improvements presented in this work go beyond the specific detection application:
tasks including semantic segmentation, fine-grained localization, images restoration, image
generation processes, or other tasks in the image domain, which use an encoder-decoder
framework and depend on fine image details are natural candidates for using the proposed
framework.
2 Related Work
The current work combines two approaches used in the field of object detection: (a) mod-
elling context through top down modulation and (b) using non local interactions in a deep
learning framework. We briefly review related work in these domains.
Bottom-Up Top-Down Networks In detection tasks, one of the major challenges is to
detect simultaneously both large and small objects. Early works used for the task a pure
bottom-up (BU) architecture, and predictions were made only from the coarsest (topmost)
feature map [12, 13, 17, 35]. Later works, tried to exploit the inherent hierarchical struc-
ture of neural networks to create a multi-scale detection architecture. Some of these works
performed detection using combined features from multiple layers [3, 16, 21], while others
performed detection in parallel from individual layers [5, 28, 29, 40].
Recent methods incorporate context (from the last BU layer) with low level layers by
adding skip connections in a bottom-up top-down (BUTD) architecture. Some schemes
[32, 37, 41] used only the last layer of the top down (TD) network for prediction, while
others [10, 18, 26, 34] performed prediction from several layers along the TD stream.
The last described architecture supplies enhanced results, especially for small objects de-
tection and was adopted in various detection schemes (e.g. one stage or two stages detection
pipelines). It assumes to successfully incorporate multi scale BU data with semantic context
from higher layers, serves as an elegant built-in context module.
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Figure 2: (b) NL module vs. (c) ENL module. Changing the order of matrices multiplication (a) decreases the
number of operations and the memory utilization and practically allowing to use the non-local module anywhere
along the network.
In the current work we further enhance the representation created in the layers along the
TD stream, using the pair-wised information, supplied by the NL module, already shown to
be complementary to the CNN information [44]. We show that sequentially applying this
complementary source of information, in a coarse to fine manner, helps detection, especially
of small objects.
Modern Relational Reasoning Relational reasoning and messages passing between ex-
plicitly detected, or implicitly represented objects in the image, is an active and growing
research area. Recent work in this area has been applied to scene understanding tasks (e.g.
recognition [7], detection [19, 33, 44], segmentation [45]) and for image generation tasks
(GANs [47], restoration [27]).
For scene understanding tasks, two general approaches exist. The first approach can
be called ’object-centric’, as it models the relations between existing objects, previously
detected by a detection framework [19]. In this case, a natural structure for formalizing
relation is via Graph Neural Network [2, 4, 14, 39]
The second approach applies relational interactions directly to CNN feature maps (in
which objects are implicitly represented). In this case, a dedicated block (sometimes named
non local module [44], relational module [38] or self-attention module [43]) is integrated
into the network without an additional supervision, in an end-to-end learnable manner. Due
to its high memory demands, current schemes [1, 38, 44, 46, 47], even those that output a
full-sized image [27, 47], apply the non-local module to the higher layers of the network
[47], or restrict their operation to patches of the original image [27]. We, on the other hand,
coupled the ENL module with spatial context and applied it along the top down stream to
lower layers and spatially larger feature-maps, consequently enabling to integrate the module
anywhere along the network.
3 Approach
We will first briefly review the implementation details of the Non Local (NL) module then
present our proposed efficient ENL module, specifying our modifications in detail. Perfor-
mance analysis of the resulting ENL module is presented in section 4.3.
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3.1 Preliminaries: the Non Local module
The formulation of the NL module as described in [44] is:
yi =
1
Z(x)∑j
F(xi,x j)g(x j) (1)
Here x is the input tensor and y is the output tensor. Both x and y are flattened, namely mod-
ified to the form of (HW × channels) with H, W, the spatial dimensions of the feature map.
i ∈ [1,HW ] is the current pixel under consideration, and j runs over all spatial locations of
the input tensor. The affinity matrix (also refered to as the similarity function) F ∈RHW×HW
summarizes the similarity between every two pixels (i, j) in the input tensor (F(xi,x j) is a
scalar), Z(x) is a normalization factor and g(x j) is the representation of the j’th spatial pixel
(g ∈ RHW×Cg , Cg channels in each pixel’s representation). The module sums information
from all the pixels in the input tensor weighted by their similarity to the i’th pixel. This
equation can be alternatively written in matrix form (with the normalization factor merged
into F):
y = F ·g (2)
The similarity function F(xi,x j), can be chosen in different ways; one of the popular
design choices is:
F(xi,x j) = eθ(xi)
T φ(x j) (3)
Where θ and φ are linear transformations of x that can be formulated as low rank matrices
and implemented by a 1x1conv operation. In this case the normalization factor Z(x) takes
the form of the softmax operation. A block scheme of this implementation is illustrated in
figure 2(a+b) with the related matrices sizes.
The described NL module goes through another 1x1conv and combined with a residual
connection to take the form of:
zi = conv(yi)+ xi (4)
For simplicity we omit the description of these operators from the rest of the section as well
as from the illustration (figure 2).
Two drawbacks of this basic implementation are its extremely expensive memory utiliza-
tion and the lack of position encoding. Both of these issues are addressed next.
3.2 ENL: Memory Effective Implementation
Let us consider the case of another design choice of F(xi,x j):
F(xi,x j) = θ(xi)Tφ(x j) (5)
In this case F is a HW ×HW matrix created by a multiplication of two matrices, θT ∈
RHW×Cθ and φ ∈ RCθ×HW (figure 2a). Since this matrix multiplication is immediately fol-
lowed by another matrix multiplication with g∈RHW×Cg - one can simply use the associative
rule to change the order of the calculation, written in matrix form as:
y = F ·g = θT ·φ ·g = θT · [φ ·g] (6)
An illustration of the memory effective implementation with the corresponding matrices
dimensions can be visualized in figure 2(a+c).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3: (a) adding position encoding to the NL module is straightforward. (b,c) adding position encoding to the
ENL module by constructing Eˆ. (d,e) two examples of the resulting filters
This re-ordering results in a large saving in terms of memory and operations used. Con-
sider a detection framework with typical image size of 800× 1000. In the second stage
(stride 4) HW ≈ 50,000. While the inner multiplication result by sequentially multiplying
the matrices (original NL, figure 2b) is F ∈ RHW×HW , the multiplication reordering (ENL
module 2c) gives an inner result of size ∈ RCθ×Cg (at least 4 orders reduction of memory
utilization inside the block). The reduction in the number of operations is determined in a
similar manner, see section 4.3 for a detailed performance analysis.
3.3 Adding Relative Position Encoding
Adding a relative position encoding to the original non-local module is a straightforward
procedure: Since F ∈ RHW×HW is explicitly calculated it can be element wise multiplied by
(or added to) any function of the general form L(i, j), L ∈ RHW×HW .
F˜(xi,x j) = F(xi,x j)L(i, j) (7)
With  denotes an elementwise operation. See figure 3a.
On the other hand, applying a relative position encoding to the efficient non-local module
in a manner that will keep its low rank properties is a more challenging task.
In order to keep the low-rank properties of L we decompose it to take the form of:
L = Eˆ · EˆT (8)
With Eˆ ∈ RHW×Cl , Cl << HW . Applying the associative rule and change the order of
the matrices multiplication, in analogy to equation 6, yields:
y = F˜ ·g = [F+L] ·g =
[
θT ·φ + Eˆ · EˆT
]
·g =
= θT · [φ ·g]+ Eˆ ·
[
EˆT ·g
] (9)
The last equation can be easily used to build a block scheme of the proposed module (see
figure 3c).
Next we will explicitly construct Eˆ. Denote E ∈ RHW×HW as an arbitrary real valued
matrix and D ∈ RHW×HW as a diagonal matrix with only Cl non-zero elements. As a result,
E ·D is a matrix with only Cl non-zero columns. Notice that since D is a diagonal matrix,
we can easily find KD ∈RHW×HW that satisfy KDA=D ·A for any given matrix A where
 is an element-wise multiplication and · is a dot product. Denote Eˆ as the concatenation of
the non-zero columns of E ·D (see a schematic illustration in figure 3b). By construction:
L = Eˆ · EˆT = E ·D ·DT ·ET = E · |D|2 ·ET = E · [KDKDET ]= E · [K2D ET ] (10)
Where K2D = KDKD. EˆEˆ
T
can therefore be used as an efficient way to calculate
EDDTET for any arbitrary matrices E and D.
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We choose E as the matrix form of the 2D-DCT (each row of E consists of the 2D-DCT
coefficients of an image with 1 in the corresponding single coordinate and 0 anywhere else,
flattened to the form of (1×HW )). Notice that ET ·g is the result of applying the DCT to a
signal g and E ·G indicates applying the inverse transform on G. Choosing E as the 2D-DCT
matrix meets several goals:
a. EˆEˆT can be interpreted as a spatial filter (see below).
b. Common DCT properties (the DCT of a multiplication equals the convolution of the
DCTs, the DCT is a unitary matrix) can be used.
c. The DCT matrix concentrate most of the signal energy in a small number of coeffi-
cients that corresponds to its lower frequencies.
Using the convolution theorem on the result of equation 10 yields:
DCT−1 of a multiplication convolution of DCTs−1
L ·g= Eˆ · EˆT ·g =
︷ ︸︸ ︷
E
[
K2D ETg
]
=
︷ ︸︸ ︷
EK2D ∗E
[
ETg
]︸ ︷︷ ︸= E [KDKD]︸ ︷︷ ︸∗g
E is a unitary matrix the filter
(11)
Where ∗ is a symmetric convolution operation [30] and E [KDKD] is the inverse 2D-
DCT on [KDKD] that functions as a spatial filter.
We take the support of D (the non-zero entries on the diagonal of D) as the columns that
correspond to the lower frequencies of the 2D-DCT. On our experiments, we used the 9×9
columns that correspond to the lowest frequencies and set all the non-zero elements in D to
one. Optimizing the choice of the columns or the weights on the main diagonal of D can be
done but is out of the scope of this paper. E [KDKD] can be geometrically interpreted as a
sum of low frequencies cosine waves, resulting a sinc like filter. The resulting filter is spatial
invariant up to edge effects; its general structure is kept although fluctuations in its height
exist. Two arbitrary examples are demonstrated in figure 3d,e.
We combined Eˆ with the efficient implementation described in section 3.2 as proposed
on equation 9 and illustrated in figure 3c, allowing our scheme to couple both appearance
and location information in an efficient manner. We use this scheme in all of our experiments
unless stated otherwise.
4 Experiments & Results
We evaluated our framework on the task of object detection, comparing to Faster RCNN
[36] and Mask RCNN [18] as baselines and demonstrating a consistent improvement in
performance.
4.1 Implementation details
We implemented our models on PyTorch using the maskrcnn-benchmark [31] with its stan-
dard running protocols. We performed our experiences using FPN [26] with several back-
bones, all pretrained on ImageNet [8]. We integrated three instances of the ENL modules
sequentially along the top down stream. The images were normalized to 800 pixels on their
shorter axis. All the models were trained on COCO train2017 ([25], 118K images) and
were evaluated on COCO val2017 (5K images). We report our results based on the standard
metrics of COCO, using AP (mean average precision) and APsmall (mean average precision
for small objects, area< 322) as our main criterions for comparison. Further imlementation
details are specified in the Supplementary Materials.
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4.2 Comparison with state of the art results
Table 1 compares the detection results of the proposed scheme(+3ENL, TD, using Faster
RCNN with three additional ENL modules along the TD stream) to the baseline (Faster
RCNN) and to the variant suggested by [44] (+1NL, BU). Adding efficient non local modules
in a coarse to fine manner along the TD stream leads to a consistent improvement of up to
1.5 points in the detection rates of small objects (APsmall) over Faster RCNN and up to 1
point over adding a non local module on the BU stream.
Table 2 shows 1-2 APsmall points improvement over Mask-RCNN, both for bbox pre-
diction and for mask evaluation.
AP APs APm APl
baseline 36.71 21.11 39.85 48.14
R50 +1NL, BU 37.72 21.65 40.88 49.07
+3ENL, TD 37.75 22.54 41.41 48.73
baseline 39.11 22.98 42.35 50.50
R101 +1NL, BU 40.03 23.06 43.65 52.32
+3ENL, TD 39.85 23.96 43.30 51.87
baseline 41.23 25.11 45.11 52.89
X101 +1NL, BU 42.11 25.89 45.60 54.16
+3ENL, TD 41.76 26.29 45.96 53.04
Table 1: Faster RCNN results for various architectures
bbox mask
AP APs AP APs
baseline 37.80 21.49 34.21 15.61
R50 +1NL, BU 38.42 22.33 34.86 16.04
+3ENL, TD 38.65 23.33 34.88 17.01
baseline 40.02 22.81 36.07 16.37
R101 +1NL, BU 40.85 23.91 36.90 17.51
+3ENL, TD 40.80 24.46 36.59 17.83
Table 2: Mask RCNN results on the COCO benchmark
Qualitative results Examples of interest are shown in Figure 4. The examples illustrate
that small objects, that cannot be detected on their own, detected either by the presence of
other instances of the same class (a,b) or by larger instances of related classes: (c) The man is
holding two remotes in his hands, (d) the woman is holding and watching her cellphone and
(e) detecting the driver inside the truck. These objects, marked in red, were not detected by
Faster RCNN or by Faster RCNN with non-local module on the BU stream (using the same
threshold). Please refer to the Supplementary Materials for additional qualitative examples.
4.3 Performance analysis
Table 3 shows the number of operation (Gflops), the memory utilization (MB, as measured
on the GPU itself) and the number of params in evaluation mode with a ResNet50 back-
bone. Note that this analysis cannot be performed in training mode due to the extreme
memory demands of the original NL module. The last two lines in the table emphasize the
ENL efficiency and compares between the ENL (ours, bolded, including the relative position
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encoding) and the original NL module placed similarly along the top down stream (differ-
ences are highlighted in red). The high number of params (shown in green) in the second
row is mainly because of the large descriptor size (|C|= 1024) on the high layers of the net-
work. Our ENL is placed on the top down stream (|C|= 256) and uses much less additional
parameters.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4: Qualitative examples from COCO val2017. (a-b). Repetitions of the same class in the image is exploited
for detection. (c-e). Highly semantic clues in a top-down architecture: (c) The man is holding remotes in his hands,
(d) The woman is watching her cellphone and (e) There is a driver in the truck. Cyan - NL module, Red - ours ENL.
Same thresholds. Best if zoomed-in.
Gflops memory #params
baseline 90.20 1350 MB 41.48 M
+1NL, BU 106.92 1358 MB 43.58 M
+3ENL, TD 93.87 1426 MB 41.88 M
+3NL, TD 146.85 7476 MB 41.88 M
Table 3: Performance Analysis. Evaluation mode. Averaged on COCOval (5000 images), Performing the same
analysis on training mode exeeds 16GB standard GPU memory.
5 Conclusions
We examined the possible use of several non local modules, arranged hierarchically along the
top down stream to exploit the effects of context and relations among objects. We compared
our method with the previous use of a non local module placed on the bottom-up network,
and show 1 AP improvement in small objects detection. We suggest that this improvement is
enabled by the coarse-to-fine use of pair-wise location information and show visual evidence
in support of this possibility.
In practice, applying the non local module to large feature maps is a memory demanding
operation. We deal with this difficulty and introduced ENL - an attractive alternative to the
Non Local block, which is efficient in terms of memory and operations, and which integrates
the use of relative spatial information. The ENL allows the use of non local module in a
general encoder-decoder framework and consequently, might contribute in future work to a
wide range of applications (segmentation, images generation etc.).
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1 Implementation Details
We performed our experiences on Faster R-CNN [36] detection framework and Mask R-
CNN [18], using FPN [26] with several backbones, all pretrained on ImageNet [8]. We
implemented our models on PyTorch using the maskrcnn-benchmark [31]. We used the
standard running protocols of Faster R-CNN and adjust our learning rates as suggested by
[15]. The images were normalized to 800 pixels on their shorter axis. All the models were
trained on COCO train2017 ([25], 118K images) and were evaluated on COCO val2017
(5K images).
Training We trained our models for 360000 iterations using a base learning rate of 0.005
and reducing it by a factor of 10 after 240000 and 320000 iterations. We used SGD opti-
mization with momentum 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0001. We froze the BN layers in the
backbone and replaced them with an affine operation as the common strategy when fine-
tuning with a small number of images per GPU.
Inference During inference we followed the common practice of [18, 36]. We report our
results based on the standard metrics of COCO, using AP (mean average precision) and
APsmall (mean average precision for small objects, area < 322) as our main criterions for
comparison. Further explanations of the metrics can be found in [24].
Non Local Block We placed the NL modules along the top down stream. We used three
instances of the NL module in total, and located them in each stage, just before the spatial
interpolation (in parallel to res5, res4 and res3 layers).
We initialized the blocks weights with random Gaussian weights, σ = 0.01. We did not
use additional BN layers inside the NL module (due to the relatively small minibatch), or
affine layers (since no initialization is available).
2 Qualitative results
We integrated the non-local module along the top-down stream, on the network’s backbone,
preceding to the region proposal network and the classifier and supply additional information
2 :
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Using a reasoning module directly on the feature maps before the RPN enables more RoIs to pass to the
next detection stage: (a) More than 10 birds were added to the flock. (b) A man watching on the sea. Yellow -
Faster RCNN. Red (printed behind) - Ours. 1000 First RoIs are presented, for visually purposes only boxes smaller
than 32x32 were printed.
for both recognition and localization tasks. We demonstrate the effect of this additional
source of information on the RPN and on the detector through the following examples.
2.1 Region Proposals
Using a reasoning module directly on the feature maps before the RPN potentially enables
more RoIs to pass to the next detection stage. Examples, although rare (since this stage was
designed for redundancy), exist. Figure 1 shows examples of region proposals that wouldn’t
been passed to the detection stage unless applying the non-local module.
2.2 Detections
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show additional examples of interest that emphasize various aspects of
our architecture. We compare between the detection results of our architecture (3ENL, TD
with resnet50 FPN backbone, second and forth columns) and the detection results of [44]
(with a non-local module integrated on the higher layers of Faster RCNN (1NL, BU, first
and third columns) with the same backbone. Another possible comparison, to Faster RCNN,
is possible, but would be less challenging.
Figure 2 shows our improvement in small objects detection due to repeatition in the
scene. Our architecture detects more instances and better distiguish between overlapping
instances of the same class (see some examples of overlapping instaces in the left most
column). The shown examples emphasize the potential in applying non local processing in
lower layers of the network, enabled due to the efficient implementation.
Figure 3 shows the detection of small objects, partly based on the existence of larger
instances of the same class. Figure 4 demonstrate the implicit reasoning process, carrying
information from larger, easy to detect objects to smaller related objects. Typical examples
include objects held or carried by humans or drivers in vehicles. These figures emphasize
the importance of the top-down modulation in the reasoning process.
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1NL, BU 3ENL, TD (ours) 1NL, BU 3ENL, TD (ours)
Figure 2: Small objects, dense scenes: ENL exploits repeatitions of small objects to yield better performance.
Compared to 1NL, BU (non local module on the higher layers of the bottom up network, first and third columns),
3ENL, TD (ours) (includes efficient non local modules along the top-down stream, second and forth columns) is
capable to detect more instances and to better distiguish between overlapping instances. The last row demonstrates
detections in a very dark scene. Best viewed while zoomed in.
4 :
1NL, BU 3ENL, TD (ours) 1NL, BU 3ENL, TD (ours)
Figure 3: Top down modulation: using ENL in a coarse-to-fine manner enables the detection of small instances
partly based on the existence of larger instances of the same class. Best viewed while zoomed in.
1NL, BU 3ENL, TD (ours) 1NL, BU 3ENL, TD (ours)
Figure 4: Reasoning Module: Using a relational non-local module directly on the feature maps in a coarse-to-fine
manner ease the detection of small objects partly based on the existence of larger related objects. The implicit
reasoning process allowing us to locate the drivers in the vehicles and the bat, sandwich, cellphone, clock, mouce
toothbrush on the humans hands. Best viewed while zoomed in.
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